
 

 

 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

Interoperability is the Name of the Game for  

Anime Village’s Social, Story-Driven Metaverse.  

 

Carmel Indiana, May 15, 2022 – Anime Village, a social Metaverse company built for fans of 

Anime, Manga and gaming, continues to move forward with its creation of the metaverse’s first 

social, story-driven virtual world. Another key differentiator for the company is that its 

introducing a wholly interoperable environment for fans to dramatically enhance their 

experience. 

 

Interoperability refers to the ability of different technologies and platforms to work together, 

allowing users to move between them without issue. The prime benefit is that this enables users 

to have a seamless, integrated experience across multiple worlds, platforms and devices. 

 

“To us, the key to interoperability is the flexibility of the blockchain and the ability to flow 

digital assets between one decentralized network to the other,” says Anime Village co-founder 

and CEO, Gary Phillips. “Our partnership with Ready Player me, which already has over 7,200 

developers utilizing its solution, is only the beginning to achieving our goals. That’s why we’re 

building a metaverse that allows you to bring the items you’ve earned in Polygon, Hedera and 

other blockchain games right into Anime Village.” 

 

Interoperability falls right in line with Anime Village’s brand ethos of inclusivity and creating 

outstanding, personalized experiences, which is also why the company recently integrated its 

platform with Polygon’s crypto and blockchain scaling platform. 

 



 

“As fans ourselves, we always want to make sure that what we’re building is fun, intuitive and 

secure,” says Bryan Soroka, Anime Village co-founder and Chief Lore Officer. “Just imagine 

taking your Anime Village original avatar, Shin’ichi Tanso, and exploring The Sandbox and 

checking out what’s going on in the land of Roblox? Or taking your avatars and other assets 

from other worlds and using them in our virtual environments? Interoperability puts the power in 

users’ hands, and that’s something that will take the online and virtual experience to the next 

level.” 

 

You can learn more about Anime Village and its unique platform at myanimevillage.com. 
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From building, buying and selling in the Metaverse and socializing on a one-of-a-kind 

entertainment platform to NFTs, all-original Manga, custom Avatars, RPGs and more — Anime 

Village is all about having fun and taking engagement to the next level. Cut to the chase — 

we’re uniting storytelling with the power of Web3 to create a whole new way for fans to 

experience and share their love for Anime, Manga and gaming! 
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